CERTIFICATION
The course is supported in French, assessed,
certified and delivered in association with
JJ Yonnet Formations, accredited training
provider in the concierge and hospitality
sector. Supported also by The National
Maritime Museum through which further
in-depth training in conservation and
logistics is also available.
On sucessful completion of the programme
students are awarded with:
Certificate in On Board Art Management
Certificate in Household Art Management

Course Fees: $340/€295 Per Day
This includes 3 hours ongoing consultancy
support - a human being on the end of the phone!

CONTACT
Pandora Mather-Lees
pandora@rdg.global
Wendy Zieger

(UK)

+44 7967 753 372
(US)

wzieger@att.net

+1 616 481 7414

Hazel Anderson

(Palma)

hazel@vipserviceschool.com
Jean-Jacques Yonnet
jjyonnet@gmail.com

+34 619131633

TRAINING IN THE
PRACTICAL CARE OF FINE
ART & DESIGN ON BOARD
SUPERYACHTS, ESTATES
AND PRIVATE RESIDENCES

(France)

+33 6 10 27 59 44

Impress your employers and guests with your
knowledge of art handling and offer owners
peace of mind that you understand how to
properly care for their most precious objects to
prevent them from de-valuing.

Courses in all aspects of art
management for captains,
crew, concierge and
household staff employed by
art collectors

Single Superyacht “ART ON BOARD PLAN” for
Captains, Managers and Crew: €600 per day
excl. travel to the vessel.

PA N D O R A A RT S E RV I C E S

TRAINING BENEFITS
Understand the art collector and the
intrinsic value of objects on board
Basic knowledge of the major art

movements and periods together
with commonly used terms.
Understand the practical

requirements for the preservation of
On board art collections can be worth as
much or more than the superyacht itself.
Successfully caring for prestigious objects
presents interior crew with unique challenges.
This 1-2 day customisable certified course will
equip you with the introductory knowledge
and practical skills to care for art collections
and luxury design on board superyachts.
• Could you safely organise the packing and
shipping of a valuable painting?
• How should you get fine art objects cleaned,
conserved or technically analysed?
• What do you need to know to care for valuable
materials responsibly?
• Can you distinguish painting styles?
• Where should fine art NOT be hung?
• What are the insurance implications of
damage to art at sea?

COURSE OVERVIEW
You will be introduced to art & design history
with the physical mechanics of the art world. You
will learn to use the correct terminology and up
to date practices in arts management as well as
specific considerations for handling art objects
on a yacht. Topics covered will include an art
history overview, environmental risks, handling
and customs, conservation, fakes and forgeries,
copyright and more. You will be introduced to art as
a fundamental feature of the luxury sector and gain
an insight into its rich and diverse history.
The course is taught in English by Pandora MatherLees and Wendy Zieger, art historians with over
20 years’ experience in the commercial art sector
with galleries, museums, auctions houses, artrelated platforms, logistics, education and a range
of professional art organisations. Delivered globally
through ACREW, professional development in
yachting, privately on request, at the residence or on
board, with continuing support after training.

art objects

Know where to go for specialist help
in an emergency

Feel confident to handle art

collections and pack, store or move
them to foreign locations

Understand the mechanisms of the

art world as an international business
Rich reference material and
collector’s services pack

Grasp the essence of related issues

such as insurance, technical analysis
and support services for major art
collectors.
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